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PROLOGUE

Truth is, our favorite game system has evolved, and continues to
do so. There’s a new philosophy emerging, one that the creator
– the most excellent Shane Hensley – is gently encouraging as he
lets others play in this fantastic sandbox created by the Savage
community. Keep true to the core mechanics, but express the
creativity and the art of each setting as best befits the dream of the
creators.
This should be done within reason, of course, but certainly the
ability to go wherever your imagination can conceive with this
single redoubtable game engine is a powerful idiom. There are
ways to go that will result in a game experience that is neither fun
nor rewarding; that’s the price for straying too far from the core
concepts.
Some of you may feel Nova Praxis: Savage Worlds Edition (or, as I
like to call it, “Savage Praxis”) strays too far.
I don’t think so. In fact, I firmly assert it goes just far enough.
Read the source material, the background of the setting, and the
attendant fiction and examples. Get to know this universe of nighinfinite possibilities and thought-provoking prognostication about
our future as a species. If you are a fan of science-fiction, I believe
you will discover that we went where we had to in order to present
all of this potential within the framework of the Savage system.
Most of the complexity lies within the character creation part of
the game. Though it can take as little as a few minutes to build the
typical Savage Worlds character for many settings, I will grant that’s
not going to be the case here (at least not for the first couple of PCs
you work up).
A post-singularity transhuman universe promises a wealth of
personal choices about your core identity. In such a proposed
setting, you have elective identity! Try to wrap your head around
that, because it’s a doozy.
Play with this concept for a minute. Right now, you are looking at
adopting an alternate identity for a fictional exercise. That’s what
we do every time we sit down to contemplate playing a new game
or campaign. We imagine a different identity, and we construct in
our minds and on the character sheet what that new identity will
be like, within the bounds of what is possible in the game setting.

Breaking All the Rules
This is not a Savage Setting like any you’ve ever seen.
Long-time fans are going to page through this book and have
their minds blown. This may be a good thing, or it could be a very
uncomfortable experience.
At least at the beginning.
However, I am sincerely hopeful that you read this message, right
here, before you make too many quick judgments about whether
or not this game is “Savage” enough. I promise you, it’s very Savage,
and you’re going to be able to have an incredible gaming experience
when you delve into it.
You will have to delve a bit, there’s no arguing that. This is a complex
setting based upon an incredibly expansive and complicated
premise. Transhumanism and post-singularity science fiction is
arguably one of the most involved and deep concepts you could
ever wish to tackle in any medium, much less a game.
I know a great many people in gaming and entertainment. I can
honestly say that I don’t know anyone more informed and more
expert in the transhuman and posthuman fiction genre than Mike
McConnell. I know many who are in the same league, but I am
saying he’s as good as it gets in my book when it comes to putting
this kind of thing into your hands not only be entertained by, but to
actually play with and become immersed within.
Mike wanted to give Savage Worlds fans a truly complete gaming
experience with the setting he envisioned. To this effect, he
absorbed the rules, and he brought me in as a consultant to keep
him on track with what would and would not work. We had a lot of
arguments and discussions – a lot – and I am not ashamed to say I
lost more than a few.
This is, as it turns out, a good thing. I tried to hyper-focus on the old
adage of F!F!F! - Fast! Furious! Fun! - as a kind of Prime Directive.
I continuously attempted to gut the more elaborate ideas and
constructions from the framework, boiling everything down into
how every other Savage Setting is “supposed” to work.
I was wrong.
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Getting Started

Now imagine that you could extend that metaphor to its ultimate
conclusion. You are allowed to re-craft yourself in every single
possible way you might imagine. You could choose to be a hulking
war-bot monstrosity; a lithe, impossibly beautiful superstar dancer;
a digitized presence in cyberspace with wizard-like powers and
mastery; or a musician today, a load-lifer tomorrow, and a deepspace miner next week.
You could conceivably be any one of those things with the flip of
some switches and a re-sleeving of yourself into a new form.
This is the universe of Nova Praxis, and expressing it in Savage
Worlds terms required some major creative and design work in
order to give you all of those incredible options. It means you’ve
got a lot more to consider when creating your concept and then
expressing your initial presence in the setting. That means a lot
more in the way of character creation options and decisions, which
will hopefully be a fun and rewarding process.
It is certainly a necessary one if you want to truly explore the
nature of nearly endless elective identity opportunities.
Mike is a machine. He did all of the heavy lifting on this one,
translating his concepts from the FATE-driven material faithfully
while rewiring everything to ensure it was truly Savage in nature.
All I did was hang out on the sidelines with a clipboard and a cup of
coffee, offering my consultation and reminding him of the various
“regulations” he’d want to stay within. If something gets through
that you feel is really broken in terms of Savage Worlds, that’s going
to be my fault. If you like what you are reading and playing with, all
credit is Mike’s first and foremost.
This isn’t your typical Savage Setting, and it’s going to be a much
deeper, crunchier gaming experience than you might have expected.
Get ready to have your expectations blown wide open, and get
ready for the ride of your life, because this is one Savage experience
that will challenge you in every way, and leave you ready for more.
Who will you be? Who will you become? When infinity is in front
of you, which path will you take?
Hopefully a properly Savage one.

This book presents the Nova Praxis campaign setting for the Savage
Worlds role-playing game.
The first half of the book focuses on the setting itself, while the
second half provides new character options and rules to help bring
the setting to life at your game table.
To play this game you will need Savage Worlds Deluxe (SWD), a set
of polyhedral dice, some playing cards, paper, and pencils.
In addition, you will find that the Savage Worlds Science Fiction
Companion (SWSFC) is referenced throughout this book. While the
SWSFC is not necessary to create characters and play in a Nova Praxis
campaign, it is recommended; and only required if you intend to
feature combat using starships, vehicles, and walkers.

A Different Perspective

Nova Praxis existed as an unfinished concept for a few years,
during which I searched for the best rules system through which to
convey the setting. I went through several, before finally settling on
Fate for the first release.
After the success of the Fate version, I began thinking about other
ways to present the setting. And once again, I came back to a system
I had experimented with early in Nova Praxis’ life... Savage Worlds.
Spending more time with SW, it became apparent that the rules
were a wonderful fit for the Nova Praxis setting, and at GenCon
2013, I had a moment to talk to Shane Hensley about the possibility
of licensing SW for a conversion.
With his help, I eventually teamed up with Sean Fannon, and work
on the Savage Worlds conversion began. As Sean can tell you, it
wasn’t easy. But I believe it was worth it.
What you hold in your hands is the culmination of hundreds of
hours of work, fusing the setting around a new set of rules that
almost seemed designed to accept Nova Praxis from the beginning.
I owe a lot of people a lot of thanks. But most of all, I’d like to thank
the fans of Nova Praxis.
Thank you for afforded me the opportunity to bring this setting to
life.

Sean Patrick Fannon

Mike McConnell

Consultant for Nova Praxis: Savage Worlds Edition
Creator and Lead Designer for Shaintar

Creator of Nova Praxis
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INTRODUCTION

Remnants of Earth’s old governments wage a guerrilla war
on Coalition forces. Ideological extremists commit acts of
terror using the latest horror to spring from a factory or test
tube…
And the value of a human soul is weighed and measured in
lines of code.
Nova Praxis is a post-singularity sci-fi setting that explores
transhumanism and post-scarcity societies against a backdrop
of action, adventure, conspiracy, and intrigue.

Things have changed. We have changed.
Earth is lost to us, but even in the aftermath of this terrible
tragedy, we grow, evolve, and even prosper. We have
witnessed the death of our mother and the birth of a new
era.
In what might have been the end, salvation was found in the
synthesis of biology and technology. Augmentation, ranging
from basic genetic manipulation to Apotheosis, set us on the
path of prosperity. And more, these advances reinforced the
importance of identity, individuality, and what it means to be
human.
The loss of Earth and the resulting Exodus gave us an
opportunity to start over with a clean slate. And we seized it.
The need for organization, stability, and a reliable
government was clear, but the old ways came to be viewed
by the survivors as archaic, clumsy, and too easily corrupted.
It was time for a new way…a Nova Praxis.
Today, social networks allow the will of the people to be
measured instantly, accurately, and without the need for
representation. The Coalition, guided by the collective
voice of its people, has established new homes on worlds
lit by new suns. Molecular assembly technology has made it
possible for society to provide a quality of life never before
imagined, at essentially no cost, to everyone. And we are
virtually immortal.
But can this would-be utopia last?
Corruption in the Coalition government fosters decay
from within. The Houses, our benefactors and patrons, run
shadowy networks of intrigue, espionage, and assassination.
Apostates, those who refuse citizenship in the Coalition,
condemn those who would trade their privacy for the
Coalition’s security.

Nova Praxis is…

…a tabletop role-playing game featuring the Savage
Worlds Role-Playing Game System, tailored specifically for
Nova Praxis.
…a relatively “hard sci-fi” setting that takes place during
the aftermath of a short-lived technological singularity.
…an exploration of the tropes of transhuman sci-fi:
mind uploading, resleeving, artificial intelligence, and
augmentation.
…an exploration of the societal impacts of a reputationbased post-scarcity economy.
…a game in which players play characters who slip
between the cracks of civilization and perform jobs their
patrons would rather keep off the books.
...a setting full of conflict. The Houses wage a secret
Shadow War against each other, purist and transhuman
ideologies clash violently, and apostates rebel against the
oppression of the Coalition government.
...home to railguns, powered armor, starships, security
drones, bipedal combat frames, swarms of nanomachines,
kill-sats, and the horrors of accelerated evolution gone
wrong.
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The Singularity and Mimir

BULLET POINTS

dozens of other smaller colonies and habitats, both in the Sol
system and beyond, that people call home.

In the year 2042, the exponential pace of technological
advancement gave way to an AI of unprecedented potential.
This AI, called Mimir (pronounced “Me-Mer”), ran for three
months before mysteriously shutting down. During its
short lifespan, it advanced human technology by nearly a
millennium.
Humanity now combs through Mimir’s research archives in
search of new technology. The Archives are publicly available
to all on the Extranet, but it typically requires large teams
with tremendous funding to find anything useful.

The Coalition and Houses
In the wake of the Exodus there was chaos. The governments
of Earth collapsed, and humanity struggled to survive in small
isolated pockets.
The remnants of Earth’s corporations and governments
eventually grew into what would become the Houses. And in
time, the Houses came together to form the Coalition of Free
States.
The Coalition is humanity’s only officially recognized
government. It is made up of the Houses, of which every
Coalition citizen is a member.
Advanced technology has made it possible for the Coalition
government to meet all of the needs of its citizens; who live
in what many would describe as a utopia. But the people pay
a hidden cost for life in paradise. They pay with their privacy,
and their freedom, and there are many who chafe under the
restrictions placed upon them.

Earth is Lost
Humanity has left Earth, fleeing destruction in an event
called the Exodus. The Technophage was a nanotechnological
weapon deployed as a last resort during a terrible global war.
Control over the technophage was lost, and soon became a
global threat. The war ended as humanity fled, leaving Earth
in an event that would come to be called the Exodus.
Just under one hundred million people survived. And now,
thousands work around the clock, wielding mankind’s most
destructive weapons, to maintain the technophage’s Earth
quarantine.

Apostates
Not everyone is a member of the Coalition. Some choose,
or are forced by circumstance, to live outside the Houses.
These non-citizens are called apostates.
Many apostates survive by avoiding the Coalition’s
Protectorate, and scavenging on the outskirts of civilization.
Some work for one of the Houses in hopes of gaining
citizenship, usually slaving for years with very little hope of
acceptance.
Apostates who live apart from the Coalition are certainly
more free than Coalition citizens, but do not benefit from
the Coalition’s resources. For many apostates, every day is a
struggle to get by.

Space and Other Worlds
One of Mimir’s biggest inventions was the jump drive, which
allowed spacecraft to travel light years in just a few hours.
This technology also made it possible to create a systemspanning jump ring network, which facilitates travel between
the six major worlds mankind now inhabits.
The largest portion of humans remain in the Sol system,
particularly on Luna and Mars. The rest inhabit other planets,
moons and space stations in the Sol system. And there are
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A (Nearly) Post-Scarcity Economy
Advanced technology has made it possible
to dissolve the barriers between people and
the resources they need to survive. This new
era of abundance was made possible by the
compiler technology created by Mimir, and is
enforced by the Coalition itself.
Most citizens own at least one compiler and
decompiler. These devices are used to quickly
fabricate finished goods from raw materials,
or break compiled items back down into
their composite molecules. Together, these
two technologies can be used to recycle with
nearly 100% efficiency.
With the collapse of the world’s economies,
and the devaluation of most goods, a new
economy arose; one built on the only thing of
true value, individuality. All Coalition citizens
have a Reputation Rating, which determines
what resources they are allowed to utilize in
excess of the default standard available to all
citizens.
A person’s Rep-Rating is affected by how
people see you, how much you are respected,
and how much you have given back to
society. It is an attempt to quantify the value
of a person, and it is determined by one’s
contributions, and value to one’s peers.
Make enemies, leave bad impressions, or
use more than your fair share, and you might
find yourself ostracized and cut off from the
finer things in life.
Apostates are not part of the Reputation
economy, and instead barter for their goods
and services. More organized apostate

The Houses at a Glance
Cipriani

enclaves and networks are also known to
use gold as a currency, though this can be
dangerous since the Coalition has outlawed
all minting of physical currency.

Transhumanity

Purist, Elegance and Style,
Nova Praxis is a setting that explores the coPower Systems and CIST Techevolution of humans and technology. Mimir’s
nology

Dalianis
Purist,
Competitive
and
Expansionist, Small Arms,
Starships and Combat Drones

Jinzhan
Strongly Purist, Independent
and Isolationist, Seeks the
destruction of Earth

Silva
Transhumanist, Secretive and
Devious, Masters of Biotech,
Energy Weapons and Warfare

Tsarya
Purist Leaning, Exploitative,
Manipulative, Machines of War,
Driven to Conflict

Kimura
Transhumanist, Highly TechnoProgressive, Traditionally Neutral, Masters of Software
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inventions, called Mimir-tech, changed everything. And it paved the way for humanity to
change itself.
Bioware augmentations af-fect the genetic
code of an individual, protecting her against
disease and providing any number of biological
enhancements.
Cyberware is where man meets machine.
Nano-technological machine com-ponents are
introduced into the body, resulting in powerful
enhancements, upgraded or additional limbs,
senses, or protection.
Of note, the single most transformative
and controversial type of augmentation is a
process called Apotheosis. During Apotheosis,
the recipient’s brain is gradually, slowly,
and seamlessly replaced by a network of
nanomachines called a Mindset.
Once complete, the recipient still feels and
behaves like himself. But he is not. His mind
has been transformed into software, and runs
on a cybernetic brain.
Once the mind has made the transition, it
can be downloaded into other bodies, called
“sleeves”, or left to live in a virtual environment
as a Substrate Independent Mind (SIM).
Minds can be backed up, restored, copied,
and even combined.

Savants can direct swarms of nanomachines with a thought,
view distant locations through mesh sensors, dive into another
person’s digital dirty secrets, control a habitat’s atmospheric
and artificial gravity systems, and far more. Savants are rare,
mysterious, and feared by anyone with any sense. Software
and systems become extensions of their will, and they can
turn the very environment itself against their enemies.

Roughly 35% of humanity has now undergone Apotheosis,
and that number grows with each passing year.
Advanced technology has changed many aspects of
life. Data can be streamed directly into the visual cortex.
Communication can happen with a thought. Memories can
be recorded and played back later. Virtual worlds can be
made indistinguishable from reality, and people count on
digital agents to answer questions, offer advice, and help
manage their lives.
We have become a human-machine civilization, a symbiotic
union of the mind and software, the organic and synthetic.

The Humanity Preservation Act
As might be expected, not everyone is eager to become
software or otherwise tamper with their humanity. Members
of various Purist movements actively campaign against the
proliferation of augmentation technology. They fear that
they will one day be forced to augment themselves to remain
competitive or even safe. These people see Savants and posthuman aberrants as proof that augmentation tech must be
outlawed, or at least more tightly controlled.
The Humanity Preservation Act was put into place to do just
that. The HPA limits how far a person can be legally augmented,
insures that minds suffering from extreme Fragmentation are
not restored, and bans the practice of leaving more than one
copy of a mind active at a time.
But as history as shown, not everyone obeys the law...

The Mesh and the Digital Divide
Everything is connected. In Coalition controlled areas,
the environment itself is like one big machine. Sensors are
everywhere. The machine sees all, and hears all. This is the
Mesh.
This massive stream of sensory data flows through the
Monitors, powerful AIs created specifically to watch and
report on events the Coalition government might find
interesting. They log crimes, and are the eyes and ears of
Inter-Rep, the organization that administers the Reputation
system.
But the Mesh is far more than a ubiquitous security
system; it is the always-on connection to the machines
around you. Personal devices and augmentations connect
to the mesh, and rely on its vast network of sensors to
provide data and interpret the user’s words and gestures
as commands.

Savants
In a world of computers, the admin is god. Savants are rare
Apotheosized individuals who have freed their Mindsets of
their government imposed restrictions, enabling them to
seize control of other computers systems.

back-alley brawl
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Open Conflict

Optimistic Hard Sci-Fi

The Coalition’s military and police, called the Protectorate,
engages in small scale conflicts on a regular basis.
Piracy is a constant concern, as civilian and military craft
are regularly hijacked by apostates for their supplies. These
supplies usually go back to a hidden community somewhere,
but are sometimes used to supply a budding resistance force.
Remnants of Earth’s governments still exist, and many
of them wage a guerrilla war against the Coalition. Others
wait in the shadows, gathering resources and waiting for an
opportunity to strike.
Weaponized starships, bipedal combat frames, rail guns,
particle accelerator rifles… These are the deadly tools of the
trade employed on all sides.

Nova Praxis is a sci-fi setting that makes use of a number
of miraculous technologies. But just as it is defined by its
features, it is also defined by its limits.
Psychic abilities are rumored to exist, but have never been
reliably demonstrated.
Alien life exists on many of the planets humans have
colonized, but we have never met another truly intelligent
species like ourselves.
Force fields can bend light, but not matter. Massive jump
drives are the only means of faster than light travel. And the
HPA insures a person remains recognizably human… most of
the time.

Shadow Conflict

Nova Praxis and its Themes
Nova Praxis is a setting about humanity in transition,
walking along the razor’s edge. In the wake of unimaginable
destruction and loss, mankind has seized the opportunity to
start anew. We have the opportunity to become a race of
exalted gods, or face extinction kicking and screaming.
The themes represented in Nova Praxis reflect the dangers
of extremist philosophies and behavior as they exist in a postsingularity setting, and the struggle to survive in the chaos
between those extremes…

Beneath the Coalition’s veneer of safety and civilization, a
war rages in the shadows. Few know about it, and nobody
talks about it.
This battle, fought between small teams of deniable
operatives called Auxiliaries, has been waging in some form
or another for decades. Assassination, kidnapping, spying,
sabotage, smuggling, theft, arson… the Houses will do
anything for a competitive edge.
But it all remains hidden. Official reports mysteriously
disappear. Organized media turns a blind eye. Outspoken
“conspiracy theorists” fall strangely silent.. The Shadow War
rages on, as it always has, unseen by the public at large.
The Coalition’s seemingly ubiquitous surveillance and
security system has holes and exploits, back doors left open
by the Houses so that their agents can work behind the
scenes.
Their Auxiliaries, and others of their ilk, have discovered
these flaws and exploits. And they make use of them to move
contraband, slip through security checkpoints, or accomplish
other illicit objectives.

Man vs. Machine
Tradition vs. Progression
Comfortable Mortality vs. Uncertain Eternity
Dystopian Liberty vs. Utopian Oppression
Capitalism vs. Socialism
Apostate vs. Citizen
Popular Lies vs. Hidden Truths

In Nova Praxis, these themes play out against a backdrop of
conspiracy, action, and intrigue.
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